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Living Corpse - modern interpretation
Modern interpretations of works that have become classics of the world are becoming increasingly popular among Ukrainian directors. Among the many interpretations of Shakespeare, Moliere, Pushkin in the past year came the play "Living Corpse", embodied on the stage of the National Academic Drama Franko Theatre on product of Leo Tolstoy. Director - Roman Marholia, art director - Vladimir Kovalchuk, costume designer - Natalia Rudyuk.
A feature of this formulation is the saturation of different, including completely antagonistic directorial and stage moves. All visual imagery involves the extraction steps of a predetermined time, and transfer it into a kind of timeless environment that is filled with iconic elements of bygone eras and the achievements of modern technology. The issue raised in work "The Living Corpse" was current to mid-twentieth century, in the modern world, issues of divorce are resolved much faster and with less psychological stress. Because of such a transfer time of action arises dissonance between "possible" and "forced" - because if divorce is in the minds of modern audience something quite reasonable and not so decried, whence there is a "forced" the measure of staging his own death?
But this loss is fully covered directorial stroke decorations that are extremely full of all possible and impossible associative sense and simple decorative elements. Static dekor design are constantly on stage, presenting at the same time two different artistic solution - constructively and realistically-prop. To the left of the scene is set high flat wall on which are fixed prop vases of flowers and bulbs - a sort of "greenhouse". Right in the back of the stage - arched openings that serve as windows and doors. Arches, located beneath the backdrop serves as the framework projection screens on which are shown photos and videos. Interior decoration foreground is constantly changing - the actors themselves are transforming their gaming environment, extracting from the wings needed interior and props. Projection images are designed in black and white, thereby increasing the contrast between the real and the virtual world, embodies the past, the future, fantasies, hopes, memories of heroes. Bright lighting differences, positions of the projectors from different angles almost instantly alter the gaming space, replacing the interiors of some other premises showing change of time of day and the mood of the characters. Select general color play is impossible, because it is constantly changing because of the color light.
The great work done by the costume designer: all the characters are designed in a single figurative style that embodies both the images of Victorian and modern interpretations. Make-up, hair and costume characters make them look like representatives of the informal sub-cultures, as well as the heroes of Gothic novels. It is thanks to this embodiment of the image production, despite the sometimes very unfortunate introduction of modernity, is clearly associated with the end of the nineteenth century. Bleached face, dark eye rims make the actors look like the dead, and they are perceived as heroes of the past, the characters of the past time. When generalized semantic during each image is different, the characteristic appearance is maintained. Modesty, restraint, generosity opposed to luxury, pretentiousness, slutty. Dark Gamma "people power" in contrast to the bright outfits "immoral" and "unreliable". Fedor Protasov (Alexey Bogdanovic) - the only hero, whose face is not bleached. This emphasizes its "naturalness": the rejection of mock solidity, following simple human instincts and conscious opposition to the rigidity in their traditions and ideals of society.
The introduction of plastic and acrobatic numbers reinforce the emotional background of certain staging, dancers perform the embodiment of the inner world of the characters - their experiences, methane suffering. Episode escape Protasov accompanied by mime game: from a huge suitcase as from Pandora's Box, retrieved his own feelings, embodies the symbol dumb emotion. From this "baggage" it is impossible to escape, he will overtake anywhere again and again forcing a look into the eyes of your fears and vices. Even imaginary death will not change the order of things.
Pretty interesting finding is the director transforming images - execution by the same actors, different roles. This underscores the hopelessness, which is Protasov - again and again will be surrounded by the same company, changing only the names and costumes.
In general, talk about the play, as an integral complex of the director, the artistic and plastic-making impossible - so different interpretations presented. This decoration "pulls" Directing defects, eliminates discrepancies separate staging a general context. Thanks to the play set preparation looks interesting and exciting, and his perspective is perceived as relevant and modern.





